HOW CONNEX™ MICHIGAN WORKS
Ken is CEO of a
manufacturing plant
that started in 1950.
The supply chain has
grown a lot MORE
COMPLEX since then.

?

It’s risky to rely on just a
handful of customers and
suppliers, especially in
today’s TRADE CLIMATE.

Ken joins
CONNEX™
Michigan to
increase his supplier
pool and his potential
for LUCRATIVE
CONTRACTS.

This searchable database
was MADE BY AND FOR
MANUFACTURERS to
simplify the supply chain
and reduce risk.

$

Ken’s joining for free.
SIGNING UP TAKES
JUST 10 MINUTES.

CONNEX™
MICHIGAN

FIND

Ken needs
more
suppliers.

He needs to
increase his supplier
pool to make sure
he can meet
production goals.

Ken needs
more
customers.

BE FOUND

Ken fills out his
profile so other
manufacturers
can find his
company.

SEARCH

LOW CARBON STEEL
MICHIGAN

PRODUCTS:

CARBURETORS, PISTONS, VALVES

He uses the email
addresses listed to
reach out to each
company with his
specifications.

Ken tries a Quick Search.

Two suppliers
have exactly
what he needs.

It's easy for Ken to
find a list of suppliers
in his home state.

EQUIPMENT:

CERTIFICATIONS:

NSF, WOMEN OWNED

Ken's company shows up in
10 searches during his first
month of membership.

MATERIALS:

ALUMINUM, STEEL

He finds three
likely suppliers.

Ken tries an
Advanced
Search.

But he has very
precise requirements.

PRESSURE SAND CASTING

DOOSAN CNC MACHINE

Three manufacturers
click on his profile.

+2

PROCESSES:

3

Ken gains two new
customers who
found him on
CONNEX™.

PRODUCT:
MILD/LOW CARBON STEEL
CERTIFICATION:
AISI 1018, GREEN SEAL,
VETERAN OWNED
NAICS CODE:
331110

BESign
LIKE
KEN.
up for your free

Now Ken doesn't have to
shut down his plant while
he waits for materials.
He meets production
goals, satisfies
customers and
improves profits.

CONNEX™ Michigan account.

The-Center.org/CONNEX

He adds additional information:
Email
Address
The more details he
provides, the easier
it is for others to
find him.

Key contacts
NAICS and SIC codes
Website
Product images
Videos
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